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     Report 10 - Released on March 11, 2021

     As the snow disappears in the upper Midwest, milk production has increased. Following the

     aftermath of the historic winter storm in the southern area of the country, milk production

     is picking up there, as well. Expectedly, though, milk cows in Texas and neighboring states

     faced some subsequent health issues, as culling numbers in that area have notably grown,

     according to contacts. Bottlers and manufacturers both say milk is generally available.

     Bottling demand is quite a bit higher in the south central area, while Midwestern bottlers'

     orders are steady to down. For the first time in 2021, flat Class III spot milk prices were

     reported from Midwestern cheese producers. Although some cheesemakers say milk offers were

     steady, there has been a noticeable shift in prices over the past few weeks. This time last

     year, prices were $4 to $2 under Class. This week’s spot milk prices also present a rarity

     in 2021, as the flat Class III price during the current week, compared to the same week in

     the prior year, is steeper. Still, spot milk trading was generally quiet and cheesemakers

     are not overly concerned about a lack of milk near term. That said, a large cheese plant

     coming online in the upper Midwest is reportedly running smoothly and planning to

     incrementally clear a growing number of milk loads by the spring. Cream is slowly firming on

     price, although it remains within fiscal reach for butter producers. Cream is and has been

     being churned actively, as cream multiples have yet to reach the point when it is more

     beneficial to resell back onto the spot market for butter producers. Still, cream demand

     from producers of seasonal staples such as dips, whips, and, invariably, ice cream

     producers, is starting to edge higher, as multiples edged slightly higher week to week.

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:   -2.00 - 0.00

     Trade Activity: Slow

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.1700 - 1.2500

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      2.0178 - 2.1019

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.2000 - 1.2500

     Information for the period March 8 - 12, 2021, issued weekly
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     Dairy Market News - Madison, WI
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


